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During the French Revolution, a young Englishman gives up his life to
save the husband of the woman he loves
John Harmon returns to England as his father's heir. He is believed
drowned under suspicious circumstances - a situation convenient to
his wish for anonymity until he can evaluate Bella Wilfer whom he
must marry to secure his inheritance.
Each of these short stories was written specifically for Christmas. They
combine concern for social ills with the myths and memories of
childhood and traditional Christmas spirit-lore. The stories include "A
Christmas Carol", "The Chimes", "The Battle of Life" and "The Cricket
on the Hearth".
The Pickwick Papers
Easyread Super Large 18pt Edition
The Pursuit of the Well-beloved and the Well-beloved
Othello
Macbeth
Annotation Containing three plays from the apex of Chekhov;s
dramatic achievement - The Cherry Orchard, Three Sisters and The
Seagull translated by Constance Garnett.
For the character of Little Nell, the beautiful child thrown into a
shadowy, terrifying world, Dickens drew on a tragedy in his own life,
the death at the age of seventeen of his sister-in-law Mary Hogarth.
Five years later he wrote, 'the desire to be buried next her is as
strong upon me now ... and I know (for I don't think there ever was
love like that I bear her) that it will never diminish.'
Presents the classic story of the orphan Pip, the convict Magwitch,
the beautiful Estella, and her guardian, the embittered Miss Havisham
Charles Dickens Books
Wuthering Heights
Koenig Premium Classics
I-II
Against a background of English moors in the eighteenth
century, the lives of two families become intertwined
through marriage, passion, and the dominating force of a
man called Heathcliff.
One of the finest novels by iconic British author Charles
Dickens, this Victorian tale follows the good-natured
orphan Pip as he makes his way through life. As a boy, Pip
crosses paths with a convict named Magwitch, a man who will
heavily influence Pip’s adulthood. Meanwhile, the earnest
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young man falls for the beautiful Estella, the adoptive
daughter of the affluent and eccentric Miss Havisham.
Widely considered to be Dickens's last great book, the
story is steeped in romance and features the writer's
familiar themes of crime, punishment, and societal
struggle.
This volume forms part of a highly collectible series bound
in quality imitation leather with padded boards and
featuring some of the greatest authors in English
Literature. Dickens' classic Great Expectations traces the
growth of Pip from a boy of shallow dreams to a man of
depth and character.
Great expectations
Oliver Twist
Little Dorrit
(one-shot)
Annotated
Adapted stories with contemporary illustrations to introduce classical
literature to a wider audience.
Great Expectations is the thirteenth novel by Charles Dickens and his
penultimate completed novel; a bildungsroman that depicts the personal
growth and personal development of an orphan nicknamed Pip. It is
Dickens's second novel, after David Copperfield, to be fully narrated in
the first person. The novel was first published as a serial in Dickens'
weekly periodical All the Year Round, from 1 December 1860 to August
1861. In October 1861, Chapman and Hall published the novel in three
volumes.Charles Dickens's Great Expectations tells the story of Pip, an
English orphan who rises to wealth, deserts his true friends, and becomes
humbled by his own arrogance. It also introduces one of the more colorful
characters in literature: Miss Havisham. Charles Dickens set Great
Expectations during the time that England was becoming a wealthy world
power. Machines were making factories more productive, yet people lived
in awful conditions, and such themes carry into the story.The novel is set
in Kent and London in the early to mid-19th century and contains some of
Dickens's most memorable scenes, including the opening in a graveyard,
where the young Pip is accosted by the escaped convict, Abel Magwitch.
Great Expectations is full of extreme imagery-poverty, prison ships and
chains, and fights to the death-and has a colourful cast of characters who
have entered popular culture. These include the eccentric Miss Havisham,
the beautiful but cold Estella, and Joe, the unsophisticated and kind
blacksmith. Dickens's themes include wealth and poverty, love and
rejection, and the eventual triumph of good over evil. Great Expectations,
which is popular both with readers and literary critics, has been
translated into many languages and adapted numerous times into various
media.Upon its release, the novel received near universal acclaim.
Although Dickens's contemporary Thomas Carlyle referred to it
disparagingly as that "Pip nonsense," he nevertheless reacted to each
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fresh instalment with "roars of laughter." Later, George Bernard Shaw
praised the novel, as "All of one piece and consistently truthful." During
the serial publication, Dickens was pleased with public response to Great
Expectations and its sales; when the plot first formed in his mind, he
called it "a very fine, new and grotesque idea."In what may be Dickens's
best novel, humble, orphaned Pip is apprenticed to the dirty work of the
forge but dares to dream of becoming a gentleman - and one day, under
sudden and enigmatic circumstances, he finds himself in possession of
"great expectations." In this gripping tale of crime and guilt, revenge and
reward, the compelling characters include Magwitch, the fearful and
fearsome convict; Estella, whose beauty is excelled only by her
haughtiness; and the embittered Miss Havisham, an eccentric jilted bride
Ebenezer Scrooge is a miserly old skinflint. He hates everyone, especially
children. But at Christmas three ghosts come to visit him, scare him into
mending his ways, and he finds, as he celebrates with Bob Cratchit, Tiny
Tim and their family, that geniality brings its own reward. This finest of
all Christmas stories is beautifully illustrated with Arthur Rackham's
superb line drawings.
The Pickwick papers
Manga Classics: Great Expectations
(Penguin Classics Deluxe Edition)
Best Ghost Stories
Hard Times

Great Expectations is the thirteenth novel by Charles Dickens and his
penultimate completed novel. It depicts the education of an orphan nicknamed
Pip. It is Dickens's second novel, after David Copperfield, to be fully narrated in
the first person.
Set against the backdrop of the Gordon Riots of 1780, Barnaby Rudge is a story
of mystery and suspense which begins with an unsolved double murder and goes
on to involve conspiracy, blackmail, abduction and retribution. Through the
course of the novel fathers and sons become opposed, apprentices plot against
their masters and anti-Catholic mobs rampage through the streets. And, as
London erupts into riot, Barnaby Rudge struggles to escape the curse of his own
past. With its dramatic descriptions of public violence and private horror, its
strange secrets and ghostly doublings, Barnaby Rudge is a powerful, disturbing
blend of historical realism and Gothic melodrama.
Presenting a tale of imprisonment, both literal and metaphorical, this novel
highlights its concern with personal responsibility in private and public life.
Great Expectations
Les Misérables, Volume 1
Wuthering Heights (Collins Classics)
A Tale of Two Cities (Seasons Edition -- Winter)
Charles Dickens' Complete Works
It was a dark winter day, and what with the shadows within, and what with the
shadows without, he could but dimly discern the others who were brought there to
have their arms bound. Some were standing; some seated. Some were lamenting,
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and in restless motion; but these were few. The great majority were silent and still,
looking fixedly at the ground. ‒ A Tale of Two Cities, Charles Dickens After
eighteen years as a political prisoner in the Bastille, the aging Dr. Manette is finally
released and reunited with his daughter in England. However, there he meets two
very different men, connected through their love for Lucie Manette. From London,
they are all drawn against their will to Paris at the height of the Reign of Terror and
soon fall under the lethal shadow of La Guillotine. This e-book edition includes select,
highly designed pages with quotes about the winter season. The Seasons Edition Winter collection includes Little Women, Wuthering Heights, Pride and Prejudice, and
A Tale of Two Cities.
Bronte s novel about a shy, quiet governess who becomes a tutor in a great house
and falls in love with its lonely and mysterious master is one of the great classics of
English literature. Unique in its attention to the thoughts and feelings of a female
protagonist, Jane Eyre was ahead of its time as a proto-feminist text. When it was
published in 1847, however, Bronte was attacked by critics for what they felt was antiChristian sentiment in her unflinching critique of the oppressions of Victorian society.
The story of Oliver Twist - orphaned, and set upon by evil and adversity from his first
breath - shocked readers when it was published. After running away from the
workhouse and pompous beadle Mr Bumble, Oliver finds himself lured into a den of
thieves peopled by vivid and memorable characters - the Artful Dodger, vicious
burglar Bill Sikes, his dog Bull's Eye, and prostitute Nancy, all watched over by
cunning master-thief Fagin. Combining elements of Gothic Romance, the Newgate
Novel and popular melodrama, Dickens created an entirely new kind of fiction,
scathing in its indictment of a cruel society, and pervaded by an unforgettable sense
of threat and mystery.This Penguin Classics edition of Oliver Twist is the first critical
edition to faithfully reproduce the text as its earliest readers would have encountered
it from its serialisation in Bentley's Miscellany, and includes an introduction by Philip
Horne, a glossary of Victorian thieves' slang, a chronology of Dickens's life, a map of
contemporary London and all of George Cruikshank's original illustrations.For more
than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the
English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and
disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by award-winning translators.
The Thirteenth Novel by Charles Dickens and His Penultimate Completed Novel
A Tale of Two Cities
Great Expectations (Collins Classics)
Hard Times for These Times
Easyread Super Large 20pt Edition
The Chimes A Goblin Story of Some Bells that Rang an Old Year Out and
a New Year In, a short novel by Charles Dickens, was written and
published in 1844, one year after A Christmas Carol. It is the second
in his series of Christmas books five short books with strong social
and moral messages that he published during the 1840's.
HarperCollins is proud to present its new range of best-loved,
essential classics. 'Oliver Twist has asked for more!' Fleeing the
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workhouse, Oliver finds himself taken under the wing of the Artful
Dodger and caught up with a group of pickpockets in London. As he
tries to free himself from their clutches he becomes immersed in the
seedy underbelly of the Capital, amongst criminals, prostitutes and
the homeless. Dickens scathing attack on the cruelness of Victorian
Society features some of his most memorable and enduring characters,
including innocent Oliver himself, the Artful Dodger, Fagin, Bill
Sikes and Nancy.
HarperCollins is proud to present a range of best-loved, essential
classics.
Stevenson's Treasure Island
Great Expectations [1867 Edition] Paperback
A Novel
Martin Chuzzlewit
A Christmas Carol

One of the four great tragedies̶alongside Hamlet, King Lear, and Macbeth̶Othello
is among the darkest of Shakespeare s plays, illumining the shadows of the gloomiest
recesses of the human psyche and serving as a damning indictment of the world in
which it was written. A cautionary tale of the destructiveness of sin and the ruinous
consequences of bad philosophy, Othello seems to express Shakespeare s rage at the
cynicism and brutality of the age in which he lived. From the Machiavellian menace of
Iago to the blind and prideful jealousy of Othello, this classic of world literature shows
us the shadow falling over a society that has turned its back on the light and life of
virtue. The Ignatius Critical Editions present a tradition-oriented approach to reading
Western classics. While many critical editions view literature through the lens of
modernism and post-modernism, this series offers critical examinations informed by
the Judeo-Christian heritage as passed down through the ages̶the same heritage that
provided the crucible in which the great authors formed these classic works. Edited by
acclaimed literary biographer Joseph Pearce, the Ignatius Critical Editions provide
essays and footnotes that analyze works in light of the Western tradition, allowing the
reader to meet the authors in their element. The series is ideal for academic study and
for anyone wishing to understand the great literary works of Western civilization in
the company of some of the finest literature professors alive today.
Les Misérables is widely regarded as the greatest epic and dramatic work of fiction
ever created or conceived: the epic of a soul transfigured and redeemed, purified by
heroism and glorified through suffering; the tragedy and the comedy of life at its
darkest and its brightest, of humanity at its best and at its worst. The novel elaborates
upon the history of France, the architecture and urban design of Paris, politics, moral
philosophy, antimonarchism, justice, religion, and the types and nature of romantic
and familial love. This is part one of two, containing the first two volumes
( Fantine , Cosette ) and the first seven books of volume three ( Marius ).
Hardy's two versions of a strange story set in the weird landscape of Portland. The
central figure is a man obsessed both with the search for his ideal woman and with
sculpting the perfect figure of Aphrodite.
The Old Curiosity Shop
Christmas Books
Our Mutual Friend
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The Way We Live Now
Jane Eyre
Great Expectations tells the story of Pip, an English orphan who
rises to wealth, deserts his true friends, and becomes humbled
by his own arrogance. It also introduces one of the more
colorful characters in literature: Miss Havisham. Dickens set
Great Expectations during the time that England was becoming a
wealthy world power. Machines were making factories more
productive, yet people lived in awful conditions. Naïve Pip,
creepy Miss Haversham, beautifully cold Estella, terrifying Abel
Magwitch and the rest of Dicken's fantastic cast are perfectly
envisioned in Crystal Chan's new adaptation featuring artwork by
artist Nokman Poon.
Great ExpectationsWordsworth Editions
Thomas Gradgrind destroys the spiritual and emotional lives of
his children by denying the importance of human feelings
Barnaby Rudge
Ignatius Critical Editions
(Penguin Classics)
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the
original artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will
see the original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been
housed in our most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the
work.This work is in the public domain in the United States of America, and possibly
other nations. Within the United States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as
no entity (individual or corporate) has a copyright on the body of the work.As a
reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may contain missing or blurred pages,
poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we concur, that this work is
important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally available to the
public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you for being
an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
Relates the various activites and adventures of the members of the Pickwick Club.
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